Prayer Flags of Earth Church

Prayer flags hanging are special to me,
A message shouted out to eternity,
The flags not really prayers to any God,
But a statement I’m humble, that I’m awed.

Prayer flags are about life and sending good will,
They’re about compassion and combatting against ill,
Prayer flags are intended to benefit all,
They’ve been known to fly from mountains tall.

Prayers may be written on individual flags,
Dispersed by the wind - individual tags,
With the goal of reaching to the universe,
Wonderful sentiments unleashed to disperse.

So behold Earth Church’s flags of prayer,
Let’s fly the colors – no line should be bare,
Pink and blue followed by red and green,
And yellow, white and orange complete the string.

The prayer flags of Earth Church are about being,
About living life, about really perceiving
That we all are voyagers on the same spaceship,
That we must keep it going - we cannot slip.

I hang my prayer flags from the balcony,
And focus to summon powerful alchemy,
I’ll grind the powders and say special words,
I’ll pray to mammals, I’ll sing to the birds.

I close my eyes and hum from the soul,
I try to be one with the coherent whole,
My mind is released and flies with the flags,
And my soul’s right there – it never lags.

The flags are about the Earth and its merit,
About the bounty which is ours to inherit
When once again I come to this planet of being,
I’ll be flying Earth Church colors, I’m foreseeing.

So welcome to Earth Church,
Prayer flags mark your pew,
Here you’ll become one with the universe,
And we’ll travel there with you.